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Note : Answer the following questions :

Section - 'A'

1(a) Do as directed : (any fifteen)                                    (1×15=15)

(i) There is ............ letter for you. (Use article)

(ii) ........... he a foreigner? (Insert proper form of 'be')

(iii) He ................ many books of grammar. (Use correct form

of 'have')

(iv) I was given an award by the king. (Use the correct 'self '

form)

(v) Students ........... do their lessons every day. They ....... not

to forget to do their homework. (Use Modals)

(vi) It was a very bad mistake. It was the  ............ I ever made

(Complete using superlative degree)

(vii) It is not very cold today. It was ......................... yesterday.

(Fill in with comparative degree)

the country. It is very much like the centre and the states co-existing

is harmony, each with a sphere of activity of its own without any

conflict and tension.

Questions:

(i) When does regionalism becomes unhealthy?

(ii) Is decentralisation unobjectionable?

(iii) Does regionalism challenge nationalism? Give reason.

(iv) How do regionalism and nationalism co-exist?

(v) Suggest a suitable title to the passage.

Section - 'C'

3  (a) Explain any one of the following ideas:                                           (5)

(a) Work is Worship

(b) Rome was not built in a day

(c) Health is Wealth

(d) Character is destiny

3  (b) Write a Report on any one in about 200 words:                    (5)

(a) The Blood Donation camp organised  by the NCC unit of

your college.

(b) The Book Fair organised by the library of your college.

(c) Self-defence training organised for the girls of the

college.
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(viii)Children (play) football. (Rewrite in present continuous

tense)

(ix) This is the man .............. father was murdered by

gangsters yesterday. (Use a suitable relative pronoun)

(x) Varanasi is standing on the Ganga. (Correct the sentence)

(xi) When we (reach) the theatre the film (start).

(Use past perfect and simple past tense of the given

verbs correctly to complete the sentence)

(xii)  Tell me ........... it. (Use preposition)

      (xiii)  He was born ...................Sunday.(Insert preposition)

(xiv)  Who killed the tiger? (Change the voice)

(xv)  Open the door. (Change the voice)

(xvi)  Seeing is ................. (believe). (Use the gerund form of

 the verb given in the bracket)

(xvii) What a marvellous idea (Punctuate)

(xviii) Reetika is American.

Reetika is Indian. (Combine using 'either.......or')

(xix) It was a public holiday.

All the shops were closed. (Combine using 'as')

(xx)  Rani didn't purchase ............. books today.

 (Use 'some' or 'any')

1(b)       Give synonyms of the following words : (any five)      (5)

(i)  exchange (ii)  Permit (iii)  alter  (iv)  imitate

(v)  lethal   (vi)  entire (vii)  alien  (viii) calamity.

Section - 'B'

2(a) Answer the following questions (any five) within limit 50

words :                                                                         (3x5=15)

(i) How are the methods of ordinary individuals different

from those of scientists?

(ii) How were wounds sterlised in ancient India?

(iii) Why according to Patanjali, one cannot see God within?

(iv) How did J.C. Bose save a large tree from dying during

transplantation?

(v) What is a hypothesis? Why is it necessary to verify a

hypothesis?

(vi) How can water pollution be detected?

(vii) Why did William Thomas take his family to 'Mars'?

(viii)How will lack of computer proficiency affect human life?

(ix) Why is the method of plastic surgery known as'The Hindu

Method' ?

(x) What happened when Ramanujan's passion for

Mathematics gained over him?

2(b) Read the following paragraph and answer the questions given below

it:                                                                                           (5)

Regionalism, in principle, need not be regarded as an unhealthy

or antinational phenomenon-uness it takes a militant, aggressive

turn and encourages the growth of successionist tendencies. If

regionalism is to be regarded and as an unhealthy phenomenon

decentralisation too would be objectional, which of course it is

not. So broadly, there is nothing basically contradiction between

nationalism and regionalism, but both can be treated as healthy.

The growth of regional values and consolidation of regional forces,

as such, do not pose a challenge to the central administration of
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